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Abstract.

Regions of upper tropospheric equatorial west-

zonally and amplifying meridionally as it enters the weak

erly winds, observed over the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans zonal winds north of the Pacific westerlyduct (see Figure
during northern fall to spring, are important for extratropical- la). This leadsto the generationof a thin tongue of high
tropical interactions. This paper focuses on one feature of
these "westerly ducts" that has received relatively little attention to date: the occurrence of Rossby wave breaking
events that transport tongues of extratropical air deep into
the tropics, mix tropical and subtropical air, and can affect
deep convection. A climatology of these "intrusion" events
formed from 20 years of meteorological analyses shows a
strong dependence on the basic-state flow. Notably, intrusion events are found to occur almost exclusively within
westerly ducts, with more events in the presence of stronger
equatorial westerlies. It is also found that there is strong interannual variability in the frequency of Pacific events, with

PV intrudinginto the tropics(Figure le), that lasts2 days.
As this intrusion decays, another event can be seen begin-

ning upstream(Figure If, 220øE). Intrusion eventswhich
transport stratospheric air deep into the tropical UT, such
as the one presented here, are special casesof the more general wave breaking events along the subtropical tropopause

examinedby Postel • Hitchman [1999].
Because of their penetration deep into the tropics, intrusion events can potentially have a large impact on the UT
distribution of trace constituents. These intrusions may mix
stratospheric air, with low water vapor and high ozone, into

the tropical UT. Also, the anticycloniccirculation upstream

fewer eventsduring the warm phasesof ENSO (consistent of the intruded tongue can result in the transport of moist
with the changesin the basic flow). Sincethese intrusion air from equatorialregionsinto the dry subtropics[Pierreevents laterally mix trace constituents and have been linked
humbert,1998]. Furthermore,layersof dry air measuredin
to tropical convection, their spatial and temporal variability may cause related variability in the distribution of trace
constituents and tropical convection.

Introduction
A well-known climatological feature of the upper tro-

posphere(UT) during northern fall through spring is the
existence of regions of equatorial westerlies over the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans. These "westerly ducts" are important for extratropical-tropical interactions. In the linear regime, Rossby waves are able to propagate through
westerlies, and thus westerly ducts are preferred locations

for cross-equatorial
wavepropagation[Websterand Holton,
1982; Tomasand Webster,1994; Yang and Hoskins,1996].
By contrast, when Rossby waves are of sufficiently large am-

plitude "wavebreaking" [Mcintyre and Palmer, 1983]may
occur within the westerlies, resulting in reduced meridional

the tropical Pacific during the TOGA-COARE field campaign have been linked to subtropical Rossbywave breaking

events[Yoneyamaand Parsons,1999]. Intrusioneventscan
also been seenin TOMS total ozoneimages(P. Newman,
person. comm.), and may contribute to the observedincreasein ozonebelow tropical tropospause[Folkinset al.,
1999]. Finally, beyondlateral mixing, intrusionsof high PV
into the tropics have been linked with deep convection in

the tropical central and easternPacific [Kiladis and Weickmann, 1992; Kiladis, 1998].
Although previous studies have noted the occurrence of
intrusion events, a detailed analysis of their frequency is
still missing.We thus presenthere a 20-year climatologyof
UT intrusions, and examine both the spatial and temporal

variationsof theseevents(and the backgroundflow).

Data and Analysis

propagationand mixingwithin equatorialregions[ Waughet
NCEP/NCAR reanalyses
[Kalnayet al., 1996]from 1980
al., 1994;Brunet and Haynes,1996]. Evidencefor this wave to 1999 are used to examine the structure and occurrence
breaking can be seenin maps of potential vorticity (PV) of intrusionsof stratosphericair into the tropical upper trofrom meteorological analyses, of which an example is given posphere.PV on the 350 K isentropicsurface(-0200 hPa
in Figure 1 (seealso Kiladis and Weickmann[1992],Tomas in the tropics)is usedto definethe eventsand to view the
and Webster[1994],Numaguti[1995]).
accompanyingpropagation and breaking of Rossby waves,
In Figures l b-ld a disturbance can be seen propagat- while time-averaged zonal wind fields are used to examine
ing along the tropopause and subsequently compressing the basicflowfield. Intrusioneventsare definedby first iden-

tifying high valuesof PV ([PV I > 2 PVU; 1PVU = 10-6

Ks2/kg)at 10øNor 10øS.All suchoccurrences
within10ø

Copyright
2000bytheAmericanGeophysical
Union.

longitudeor within 6 days(the typicallifetimefor events)
are then grouped together as a single intrusion event. Each
event is labeledby the first day and western-mostlongitude.
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Figure 1. (a) zonalwindaveraged
between
January
16andFebruary
14,1997(contour
interval10m/s;negative
values
shaded).
(b-f)PV onJanuary
26to February
1, 1997(PV -- (-5,-4, ..., 5) PVUcontoured,
withIPVI • 2 PVUshaded).
All fieldsareonthe
350 K isentrope.

Finally, eventswhich involveonly small isolatedregionsof torial westerlies,and also a stronger subtropical jet, in the
highPV in the tropicsare removed,to preventblobsof high Pacific, see curve in Figure 2c. The impact of ENSO on
PV that are not immediately connectedto a wave breaking

the Pacific UT flow and equatorward propagation of Rossby

waveactivity hasbeennotedin previousstudies[Tomasand
matologypresentedbelow,the analysiswas repeatedusing Webster,1994; Matthewsand Kiladis, 1999]. The intrusion
1.75 PVU as the critical value of PV, and the results were event climatology further suggeststhat ENSO impacts the
found to be very similar to those presentedin this paper lateral transport of tracers into and within the tropics.

event from been counted. To test the robustness of the cli-

except for a slightly greater number of events.

Figure 2 showsthat the spatial and temporal variations
in the occurrence of intrusion

Results

Figure 2 shows the resulting climatology of intrusion

events is similar

in the north-

ern and southern hemispheres. Furthermore, northern and
southern intrusions often occur simultaneously; for a third
of the NH events identified

there is also a SH event in the

events
(vertical
bars,withnorthern
hemisphere
events
shaded)sameregion.In Figure1, for instance,
the tip of a tongue
togetherwith the equatorialzonal winds (curves). The
eventsoccurpredominantlyduringnorthernwinter (Figure
2a) andoverthe Pacific(180ø- 260øE)andAtlantic(310ø360øE)oceans,with eventsmorefrequentin the Pacificregion (Figure 2b). Comparingthe eventfrequencywith the

of low PV Can be seen in southern tropics just west of the

climatologicalequatorial zonal winds confirmsthe relationship between the occurrenceof intrusion events and equatorial westerlies;the latter are presentover the Pacific and
Atlantic oceansduring northern fall through spring,but not
during summer. It should also be noted that there are simultaneousvariations in the strength of the subtropicaljet,
with strongerdiffiuencein the jet exit regionin the presence
of stronger equatorial westerlies.
Figures 2c and 2d show that there is a large interan-

to the onefoundby Posteland Hitchman[1999].This is be-

nual variability associated with intrusion events, particularly within the Pacific. The variability of Pacific events

northern hemispheretongue (Figures ld and le) (see also
Figure 2 of Tomasand Webster[1994]).
It is worth remarking that the seasonalvariation of intrusion events in the NH climatology presented here is opposite
cause their criteria were chosen to identify all wave breaking events on the subtropical tropopause, whereas our criteria are chosen to capture only those wave breaking events
which transport stratospheric air directly into the deep tropics. Therefore, although the northern summer subtropical
tropopause is more disturbed and exhibits more wave break-

ing than the wintertropopause[Posteland Hitchman,1999],
wave breaking events that transport high-PV air directly
into the deep tropics occur predominantly during northern

winter (whenthere are equatorialwesterlies).
is stronglycorrelatedwith the phaseof ENSO (correlation ßFinally, we note that the PV evolution during the macoefficientof-0.84 with the Nino 3.4 index), with fewerin- jority of the intrusion events identified in our climatology is
trusioneventsin the warmphase(1982/83and 1997/98win- remarkably similar to that shown in Figure 1, with the disters) than in the coldphase(1988/89and 1998/99). This turbance amplification and wave breaking occuring in the jet
interannual variability is also consistentwith changesin the
zonal wind: During the warm phasethere are weaker equa-

exit region poleward of the equatorial westerlies. This is con-

sistentwith idealizedmodelingstudies[Nakamura,1994;Pc-
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Figure 2. Histograms
showing
the numberof intrusioneventsper (a) month,(b) longitude,and (c, d) year (NDJFM winter)for
PacificandAtlanticevents,respectively.
Notethat in (c) and (d) "80"corresponds
to the 1979/80winter. The solid(untilled)bars
shownorthern(southern)hemisphere
events.Curvescorrespond
to climatological
equatorialzonalwindsat 350K: (a) solid(dashed)
curveis averageoverthe Pacific(Atlantic) ocean,(b) DJF average,(c) averageoverPacific,and (d) averageoverAtlantic.

ters and Waugh,1996; Swansonet al., 1997]. Furthermore, butions. This will require a detailed analysis of the three
dimensionalflow duringthe events,includinganalysisof the
fine-scaletransport. Suchan analysisis currently underway.
dle troposphere(320K) and in the lowerstratosphere(390410K). Therefore,theseintrusionsmay impact the moisture
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examination of PV on other isentropes shows that these
events transport extratropical air into the tropics in the mid-
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